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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
Clachan Cohousing is a group of people who have come together to create a new approach to housing and living. It’s based on a model that is
neither renting nor buying and fills a gap between those two models. It is underpinned by core values of low impact co-living and consent
decision making.
Clachan members have undertaken considerable background research into cohousing models across the UK and Europe with a view to
delivering energy efficient, affordable and flexible housing with a strong focus on communal facilities including a common house with
workspace, shared dining/leisure space plus external growing space that will make a significant contribution to the community’s needs.
Permaculture and Sociocracy, (a form of governance based on transparency, efficiency and equivalence) are fundamental to Clachan’s vision,
mission and aims.
The group has been in dialogue with Glasgow City Council (GCC) with regard to site options. A preferred site owned by GCC has been identified
at Knowetap Street, adjacent to Gilshochill Rail Station within wider Maryhill in the North West of Glasgow. This Outline Feasibility Study
presents Clachan’s proposals for the site for incorporation in the planning process as a viable project.
Section 2 provides an overview of Clachan Cohousing. Section 3 describes the support Clachan received from the Right to Build Taskforce.
Section 4 outlines the cohousing design approach. Section 5 introduces the site. Section 6 provides an outline financial appraisal. Section 7
outlines the Mutual Home Ownership model. Section 8 outlines a brief overview of the best practice example of LILAC cohousing in Leeds.
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SECTION 2 - CLACHAN COHOUSING OVERVIEW
Clachan members represent a range of ages and experience with a core group of 10 individuals (7 households) and a wider group (“Friends of
Clachan Cohousing”) who are interested in becoming more involved as the project progresses. The core group will be looking to formally
recruit the remaining households required for the project as it progresses.
As of November 2020, the group's lawyer is developing a final legal structure of a housing cooperative registered with the Financial Conduct
Authority using a Mutual Home Ownership Society (MHOS) model developed by the Confederation of Cooperative Housing and compliant with
Scots Law. It will be the first in Scotland.
The cooperative constitution and occupancy agreement that will govern Clachan Cohousing will set out the group’s aspirations, i.e., run for the
common interest and mutual benefit of members on a non-profit basis with surpluses reinvested, and a one member one vote system. Specific
measures to ensure that affordability is maintained in perpetuity, will be incorporated into the legal constitution. This will include an asset lock
which excludes all rights for a member to purchase the individual dwelling s/he occupies; and excludes any right to dispose of or assign the
lease to any person other than to a person who is a member or prospective member of the Society in accordance with the terms of the
occupancy agreement and with the prior written consent of the Society.
As part of the Outline Feasibility Study, a questionnaire was completed by Clachan members to provide a group profile. In summary:
50% of members are retired and 50% employed either in full-time, part-time or freelance positions with a mix of professional backgrounds.
75% of members are 1-2 person households with 25% 3-4 persons.
50% of members will fund the proposed housing costs via property equity, savings and pension and 50% via equity, savings and salary income.
Available equity levels of members range from £12k to £176k+ totalling £758k from property ownership and savings, a significantly high
amount.
75% of members have a medium attitude to risk in relation to using their equity with the remainder having either lower or higher risk attitude.
Alternative sources of finance and in kind support have assisted with funding the proposed development in the early stages.
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SECTION 3 - Professional Support: THE RIGHT TO BUILD TASK FORCE, a NaCBSA initiative.
In 2018 Clachan successfully applied to the The Right To Build Task Force, a NaCSBA initiative, for professional support to produce a feasibility
study. NaCSBA, National Custom and Self Build Association, brings together developers, architects, planners, financial and warranty providers,
manufacturers, self builders, community groups and local authorities to develop, share and promote best practice in self and custom build. The
Right to Build Task Force funded the first Clachan feasibility study (2018), based on a previously identified build site and provided Clachan with
5 free consultancy days. Clachan is indebted to the Right to Build Task Force for its support and this present feasibility study draws from the
previous one with significant changes and updates. The original study was developed by Akiko Kobayashi BA (Hons) March ARB RIAS RIBA and
David Howel MA (Hons) MSc MRTPI.
Akiko worked in architectural practice for 10+ years prior to focusing on facilitating community led development in the built environment
including a co-director role with Assemble Collective Self Build CIC. She has hands-on site experience and is a certified Passivhaus designer.
Using insights from co-creation projects, Akiko designs ways for self builders to explore their proposal's potential, communicate their vision and
gain practical skills to develop self-efficacy. Akiko has recent experience of Community Right to Buy legislation which involved not only using
mechanisms of the legislation, but also management of the group activities related to an application such as organising public meetings,
synthesising needs of a range of stakeholders, and aligning proposals with the wider landscape of sustainable development and public interest.
David has qualifications in town planning and urban design, and extensive experience in key roles for national house builders, developers and
property and planning consultants, David’s skills and experience include land negotiation, development financial appraisal, development
strategy/funding advice, affordable housing models, planning and urban design advice.
As co-director with Assemble Collective Self Build CIC, David has direct experience in producing business plans, preparing financial viability
appraisals for various affordable/collective housing options, sourcing funding and advising on governance approach.
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SECTION 4 - DESIGN APPROACH
Clachan held an internal design session in Autumn 2018 to start to explore the design aspirations for the project. This initial session evaluated
members’ current living provision and created a vision for the Common House. These discussions built upon extensive background investigation
that several Clachan members had already undertaken, including visits to LILAC, Leeds (see Section 8 case study on LILAC Co-Housing) and
Lancaster Cohousing, as well as visits to co-housing communities in Sweden, the Netherlands and Germany.
Clachan’s second design session was facilitated by the consultant Akiko Kobayashi with the aim of co-designing the outlines of the two main
design aspects of the proposed development: the homes, and the site layout of those homes and the location of the common house.
Subsequent Design Days run by Clachan members have amended these original designs to suit the demands of the Knowetap Street site.

Part 1 - Homes
The plans of the homes of the visited cohousing projects and other related precedents were studied and discussed. Without inspecting specific
issues concerned with internal layout, these plans were evaluated in relation to floor area allowance alongside various space standards
including the Glasgow Standard for Affordable Housing, Building Regulations Scotland minimum activity areas and the Interim London Design
Guide. Clachan members also drew upon their personal knowledge of the LILAC homes and Lancaster homes, and the conversations they had
had with residents at both developments.
Once the types of homes had been agreed, the desired number of each type was discussed and agreed.
In addition to the homes, communal accommodation such as the common house and external amenities were considered.
Although not covered in detail in the design session, outline discussion was carried out around a founding principle of Clachan Cohousing that
their homes are to be low-impact through both sustainable material choice and energy efficiency in use. The desire for flexibility and
adaptability of homes was also acknowledged.
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Part 2 - Site Layout
With the provisionally agreed approximate footprint of the homes, and their mix, Clachan addressed how these might be laid out on the site.
Clachan members were facilitated in assessing the constraints and opportunities of their site with regard to orientation, topography, transport
connections, utilities and other amenities initially through the two consultants. There were also specific meetings on financing the project.
Further meetings took place that included a consultant in Permaculture. From these initial discussions and design meetings, the original design
proposals were reconsidered and adapted to this feasibility study to demonstrate transferability to the Knowetap Street site requirements.
Types of Homes
Clachan decided that they wanted to aim for a mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroomed homes - both flats and terraced houses. Desirable floor areas were
discussed in relation to both the various standards and floor areas of cohousing homes that they had visited. All floor areas shown below are
based on ‘The Glasgow Standard’ design schedule for Affordable Housing guidance for minimum net floor areas, and for all bedrooms as
double in all cases. It was felt that this would allow for flexibility of layout within a target footprint.
Example home layouts are shown below to demonstrate how target floor areas may be achieved.
Number of Homes
For the purposes of this outline feasibility study, Clachan aims to build 16 houses in phase 1 with a further 6 in phase 2 as finance allows.
The Common House
Neither the LILAC nor Lancaster precedents have common area provision directly comparable to Clachan’s needs. The Common House
accommodation listed below therefore is a preliminary proposal in order to allocate a footprint allowance and budget allowance for a level of
communal provision that is currently desired. It totals 200m2 in phase 1.
Further discussions may find that some uses can double-up and be accommodated in multi-purpose spaces. Some functions may not
necessarily be housed within a single common house building and be located elsewhere on site. Although some spaces may be used by the
wider community, it is not currently Clachan’s intention to rely on revenue from the Common House.
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SOCIAL

The table below shows initial proposed areas for the common house which will be subject to refinement at design stage to meet Clachan’s
requirements and finances.
Common dining space 50m2

Pantry 3.5m2

Guest suite 36m2

Kitchen 20m2

Lounge 22m2

(2 no. en-suite family rooms)

PRACTICAL

Laundry 8m2

Drying room 12m2

Community shop 8m2

Toilets 8m2

Workshop 20m2

Storage units 15m2

ADMIN / WORK

Office 12m2

Mailroom 5m2

Meeting room 12m2

Co-working 18m2
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Requirements For External Areas
External areas are a key part of how Clachan members wish to live. Most amenities are for shared use and members will share responsibility,
for the upkeep and management of these areas. However, it is recognised that some external space for individual homes is also desirable.
Some areas are for recreation and socialising, and some are productive or have a practical/operational function. The list below is not
exhaustive, but is a preliminary collection of external amenities imagined necessary:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Private gardens & communal gardens
Outdoor social space e.g. terrace with seating and barbecue/pizza oven
Car parking - 10-12 spaces inc. car pool & electric car charging points
Cycle storage
Refuse storage
Growing space - allotment plots, orchard, herb garden
Play area
Greenhouse / potting shed
Planting not included elsewhere and dependent on energy technology adopted
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SECTION 5 - THE SITE
Knowetap Street
Knowetap Street is located in Gilshochill, Glasgow. The particular site being considered
is approximately 0.53ha, and is presently vacant, open land with no history of prior
recent construction on it. Adjacent growing space amounts to 0.30ha.
A 1970s tower block is to the west and 1930s semi detached (ex) housing association
houses are located across the road and parallel to the site. The ground is fairly level
adjacent to Knowetap Street itself on the South but begins to slope downwards towards
the Anniesland to Glasgow Queen Street railway line on the North. A footpath runs
alongside the railway embankment through a wooded area. The City Council intends to
develop this into a Green Corridor adjacent to the Clachan development.
Gilshochill is connected to the city centre by train (12 mins to Queen Street) and bus
(30-35 mins). It is also connected by bus to the West End of Glasgow. It is near to the
Forth and Clyde Canal with its SUSTRANS cycle route into the City Centre and beyond.
The principle of development for housing is established for planning purposes, with
final approval subject to detailed design approval and adherence to design principles
being drawn up by Glasgow City Council planning. Clachan intends to undertake
consultation with the wider community as the project progresses.
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SECTION 6 - OUTLINE FINANCIAL APPRAISAL
Introduction
The purpose of this appraisal is to demonstrate to landowners and funding partners that the project can be delivered. It provides an overview
within certain parameters and will require further development as project specifics become known.
Pre-development Funding
Clachan members have committed £9200 for initial costs and are ready to increase this as necessary for additional costs such as mortgage
application fees. Clachan has accessed funding and in kind professional support for the original feasibility study, initial drawings to planning and
the legal costs associated with the FCA registration.
Considerable research has been undertaken by members on the availability of grant funding for this development process. There has been
some success as outlined earlier. However, the members have recognised that funding available from the public sector e.g. "green" grants will
be limited. Cooperative funding for development is peculiarly limited in Scotland in favour of employee ownership and funding for land
purchase - the Scottish Land Fund - excludes purchase for housing except in certain rural areas.
It is for these reasons that the members have committed a significant amount of equity from their own houses and personal savings totalling
£544280 in order that this can attract a partner who is willing to fund the gap of £2M in overall project costs which totals £2,544280.
As some of this members' equity will take time to realise as they will be selling their houses, a source of short term loan funding will be
required. Sources of short term loans have been identified such as Social Investment Scotland and private individuals. Glasgow City Council
have been approached to discern whether they will be willing to stagger the cost of land purchase.
As this Project will be the first of its kind in Scotland then there is scope for making an appeal to the general public to aid its development.
There are a number of crowd funding sites including: https://www.communityledhomes.org.uk/what-crowdfunding
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Development Funding Approach
A financial survey among Clachan members undertaken in February 2020 indicated that they have access to £758,000 of equity from existing
property and savings. They seek a financial model that allows for this equity to be invested effectively and securely in the new properties whilst
allowing for a balancing of costs across the project to enable monthly housing costs to be maintained at reasonably affordable levels for all
households.
Clachan is pursuing a Mutual Home Ownership Society (MHOS) structure with housing costs capped at 35% of net income and members
acquiring equity shares in the development (some members buying more than others subject to limits to allow for those with more equity to
off-set those with less equity). This model is considered further in Section 7 but, firstly, the following appraisal confirms the general viability of
the project notwithstanding the chosen legal structure.
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Appraisal Overview
The following appraisal is based upon the indicative design outlined below for the prospective site at Knowetap Street.
Development Scope
While it is planned that 22 residential units plus a Common House be constructed on the site, in order to ensure the financial viability of the
project, a first phase of 16 will be constructed as follows:
3 x 1 bed (2 person) flat
2 x 1 bed (2 person) accessible flat
6 x 2 bed (4 person) flat
1 x 3 bed (6 person) flat
2 x 2 bed (4 person) terraced house
2 x 3 bed (6 person) terraced house

48.5m2
58.5m2
73.5m2
90m2
79m2
97m2

Total residential floor space
1 x Common House
TOTAL
1346m2

1,146m2
200m2

Below are some outline designs for the houses and housing layout based on discussions between Clachan members and NaCSBA consultants.
They are based on the final 22 house development.
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Development Costs
For the purpose of this cost appraisal, the Common House has been included in the overall cost on the basis that it will be funded by members
buying into Clachan. Rates have been applied based on recent experience with new residential developments with assumptions remaining
indicative at this stage in line with the scale of development, house type sizes and expected specification and finishes. £1600 per square metre
has been applied as being a realistic figure for costing the development based on current figures for West of Scotland new builds.
The overall cost has been calculated at £2,544,280 comprising:
£2,152,800 build costs (£1,600/m2 all-in costs, including contingency)
£215,280 professional fees/direct expenses (equating to 10% of build costs) This may be less depending on GCC Design Code & Planning.
£115,000 land purchase costs for housing and common house
£1,200 other costs associated with the Common House
£60,000 other costs associated with the site inc. site preparation allowance (including fees) and landscaping.
Land purchase costs for growing are not included. They may be the subject of a rental agreement with GCC.
Planning gain costs have not been included and would require to be confirmed by Glasgow City Council.
Funding the Development Costs
Through an iterative process over months of studying, changing, refining the costings for the project, Clachan members concluded that the
development of the Knowetap Street site should be undertaken in two stages and that they are willing to invest up to the available equity limit
of £758,000 from Clachan members. There is the added advantage of easing the management of the project.
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Clachan members agreed an initial build of 16 mixed housing units plus a common house somewhat reduced in size initially to 200 square
metres floor area was financially achievable.
The revised total project cost was consequently reduced to £2,544,280. To fund this Clachan proposes to create the following funding package:
£398,577 equity from the current seven households of Clachan
£145,703 equity from nine new members paying 10% deposit - they may decide to pay more
£359,423 additional spare equity is available from current Clachan members that could be used for cost overruns
This totals £544,280 = 21% of total build costs
Based on a mortgage from the Ecology Building Society of £2M = 79% of the total cost.
Repaying the Development Costs
The cost of the mortgage of £2M at 3.75% APR from Ecology Building Society over 30 years = £9262 monthly.
The seven member households pay 35% of their net income until they have paid off their shares in the house. After which they pay 10%.
Based on known salary and pension income from members as well as a conservative estimate of income from the nine new member
households, the cash flow estimate is £12,181 monthly.
The aspiration of Clachan is for monthly housing costs to be generally affordable to prospective residents. The MHOS approach is further
explored at the end of this section but the comfortable cash flow "surplus" over mortgage costs allows financial room for manoeuvre in
addressing the affordability criteria of the Clachan development.
Overall, the Clachan Cohousing project would be financially viable and could contribute positively to the regeneration of Maryhill.
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SECTION 7 - MUTUAL HOME OWNERSHIP MODEL
Clachan will create a MHOS structure for their cohousing project in Glasgow based on approved models by the Financial Conduct Authority,
FCA. It will be registered as a Co-operative Society with the FCA . It is a mutual form of tenure where members/individuals each have a
financial equity stake in the development as a whole rather than individual housing units. Ownership remains with the Cooperative not the
individual. This aims to ‘de-commodify’ homes and overcome housing speculation.
The members’ equity is invested through an initial 10% deposit plus monthly payments in return for an occupancy agreement. Given the
potential equity of core members, it is envisaged that core members contribute a higher level of equity to assist project viability in the early
years. This will allow for other members to have smaller equity shares which would be affordable relative to individual owner-occupation or
private rental. The MHOS model has a threshold housing cost maximum of 35% household net income. It is this pooling of resources which
supports this collective approach.
A brief illustration of established cohousing project LILAC in Leeds is provided at the end of this section as an example of good practice.
As set out in ’Common Ground - for Mutual Home Ownership’, a report by the New Economics Foundation, this co-operative form of housing
provides the following benefits :
a) Borrowing is corporate, not individual, which can reduce interest on borrowing costs for new housing acquisition.
b) Participation in management can save on some overheads and exert continuous disciplinary pressure for “best value” in professional
management fees.
c) Tenure can be kept simple through an occupancy agreement that clearly lays down the responsibilities of the member and of Clachan as a
Cooperative.
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Mutual Home Ownership housing has further advantages and key features:
Residents can acquire a financial interest in their homes through their share purchase, which they sell when they leave, through Clachan - in
which they actively participate through their voting rights.
Share units are acquired incrementally with monthly payments applied to the acquisition of units which represent an interest in ownership of
the built environment on a mutual, collective ownership basis.
Collective ownership payments in the model are based on an affordable proportion of salary/income. In circumstances of temporary financial
hardship or ill health, the occupancy agreement can be converted to a tenancy which will qualify for housing and other benefits.
Cooperative housing provides a cost-effective way for individuals to access low-cost homeownership and move from high-cost rent to a secure
form of affordable mutual shared ownership.
Co-housing as a mutual form of housing development can further these benefits with self-contained housing units augmented by a shared
common house to promote contact between neighbours and communal activities that break down isolation and build community. A
community that not only benefits the members of Clachan but also the wider community in which it is embedded.
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SECTION 8 - BEST PRACTICE: LILAC
An example of the MHOS model is the successful LILAC (Low Impact Living Affordable Community) 20 home co-operative housing development
in Bramley, Leeds. This project was completed in 2012 to provide permanently affordable homes in a community where “all residents feel they
are part of a strong, flourishing neighbourhood where they can directly participate” through environmentally “low impact living”.
LILAC was the first co-operative to use the Mutual Home Ownership Society (MHOS) model which is a collective approach to home ownership.
Its core principles are that MHOS members and residents pay a collective mortgage rather than traditional individual ones. MHOS members
contribute financially on the basis of their income levels – defined in LILAC as 35% of net household income. MHOS members build equity that
they can potentially take with them based on a national income-based formula rather than property values, ensuring that homes remain
affordable for subsequent MHOS members. The value of equity shares allocated to each household can differ between 90% and 110% of the
build cost of the household’s home, providing a range of affordability and enabling LILAC to reduce personal financial risk in a challenging home
ownership environment.
LILAC’s homes and land are owned by the MHOS which is owned by the society’s members – the residents who live in the homes provided. The
MHO society is legally a co-operative which is democratically controlled by its members. Each member household has a lease which grants the
right to occupy a specified house or flat owned by the MHOS. LILAC has a 25-year fixed rate mortgage provided by ethical bank Triodos at 3.5%
above base rate which financed LILAC’s scheme costs (land, homes and common house development).
Each member has a lease which gives them the right to democratically control the housing community they live in. Members pay an equity
share to the co-operative and retain equity in the scheme. After deductions for maintenance, insurance etc, these payments pay the mortgage.
As members leave, existing members can buy more equity shares, and as people’s income levels change their equity share commitments can
also change. If someone leaves sooner than three years then they will not be entitled to increases in the value of their equity shares. The
company keeps a set percentage of any increase in equity to secure the long-term sustainability of the project.
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To find out more: http://clachancohousing.co.uk/contact.htm
To contact us: clachancohousing@gmail.com

